
Abstract. A brief historical review is given of external radiation
therapy (RT), one of the main cancer treatment methods along
with surgery and chemotherapy. Cellular mechanisms of radia-
tion damage are described. Special attention is paid to hadron
(proton and ion) therapy, its history, results, problems, chal-
lenges, current trends, and prospects. Undeniably great contri-
butions to proton therapy have been made by Russian
researchers, notably at the experimental centers that have
operated since the mid-20th century at the Joint Institute for
Nuclear Research, the A I Alikhanov Institute for Theoretical
and Experimental Physics (ITEP), and the B P Konstantinov
Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics. A quarter of the global
clinical experience was accumulated by 1990 at the world's
largest ITEP-hosted multicabin proton therapy center.
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Dedicated to Lev Borisovich Okun',
who coined the term `hadrons', which is
widely used now not only in physics but
also in hadron therapy, a type of
external radiation therapy.

1. Introduction

Radiation therapy or radiotherapy, alongside surgery and
pharmacotherapies such as chemotherapy and immunother-
apy, is one of the principal methods for the treatment of
oncological diseases. Up to 70% of cancer patients in
developed countries receive radiotherapy alone or in combi-
nation with other methods at one stage or another of the
disease, as contrasted with Russia, where the number of
patients treated with the application of radiation therapy
does not exceed 40% due to the lack of modern radiological
armamentarium and qualified personnel (radiotherapists and
medical physicists) [1, 2]. This hampers a more extensive
application of this methodÐ the cheapest, most sensitive,
and most noninvasive technique for the treatment of
neoplasmsÐand thereby markedly narrows the potential-
ities of the country's cancer care services (see Table 1) [3].
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Table 1. Comparison of relative costs of different strategies for the
treatment of oncological pathology [3].

Method Relative cost

Mean cost of the treatment
Surgery
Conventional (X-ray, gamma-ray, electron beam)
therapy
Pharmacotherapy
Bone marrow transplantation
Proton and ion radiotherapy

1.0
0.87
0.51

2.27
12.0
0.89



Even most promising and relatively expensive modern
proton and ion beam therapy is comparable in terms of cost
with surgical treatment and 2.5 times less costly than
pharmacotherapy of malignant tumors. Because the main
sphere of application of radiotherapy is the treatment of
oncological diseases, it appears appropriate to begin by
considering the current situation in this worrying, and
psychologically as well, sphere. Section 2 of this publication
deals with basic characteristics of cancer morbidity and
mortality, the efficiency of the treatment of oncological
diseases, and the dynamics of these parameters.

2. Situation in oncologyÐcertain figures

2.1 Morbidity
More than 14 mln new cases of oncological pathology appear
yearly all over the world. Their number is growing steadily
and is predicted by WHO to reach 22 mln by 2020 [4]. In this
country, the incidence rate passed the half-million mark in
2010, when 505,000 new cases of cancer or 376 per 100,000
population were recorded 1 [1, 2, 5]. To compare, 1.639 and
1.660 mln newly diagnosed cases of cancer were documented
in the USA in 2012 and 2013, respectively [6], or 523 per
100,000 population. Such large figures are difficult to
perceive, but the incidence rate can be represented in a
different (more illustrative but, regretfully, very disappoint-
ing) form. It is natural to conclude, bearing in mind the
growing morbidity rate, that every third or fourth (sic!)
person of the presently living population is at risk of sooner
or later getting cancer. The psychological drama of seeing a
close relative affected by the severe disease threatens
practically every family, even small ones.

Two important points are worth noting. The above
figures indicate that the annual percentage growth rate of
cancer morbidity in Russia and the USA is 2% and 1.3%
respectively. A steadily growing cancer morbidity is recorded
in all regions around the world. This downright unpleasant
tendency is much more pronounced with respect to oncologi-
cal diseases than to other pathologies and, unfortunately, has
persisted over the last centuries. The main factors accounting
for such a situation are the increase in global average life
expectancy (first and foremost cancer affects older adults, and
an increasingly bigger fraction of the population is surviving
to become ill), environmental deterioration (in a broad sense:
not only air, water, and soil pollution but also information
pollution responsible for immunity breakdown), progress in
the treatment of other diseases (resulting in the emptying of
the respective patient registries and replenishment of the
cancer registry as new cases are diagnosed), and steady
improvements in population-based screening for oncological
diseases and cancer detection efficiency.

The other noteworthy point is the great discrepancy
between cancer rates in the USA and Russia (523 and
376 new cases per 100,000 population per year, respectively).
However, the difference seems surprising only at first sight
and can be attributed to two factors. First, it was mentioned
in the preceding paragraph that cancer is for the major part a
lot of aged people. Life expectancy in the USA amounts to
79 years, in contrast to Russia where it hardly reaches

70 years. The other factor responsible for the above
discrepancy is a poor screening efficiency in Russia, account-
ing for the high percentage of latent morbidity; indeed, a large
number of oncological patients remain unreported.

2.2 Treatment efficiency
The main criterion for successful management of oncological
diseases is the 5-year relapse-free survival rate after initial
diagnosis and primary treatment; it appears to be the most
objective characteristic, because if the oncological patients
die, they die mostly within the first 5 years after onset of the
disease. A patient surviving beyond this period can be
regarded as `practically recovered', even though oncologists
do not approve of this term, since relapses are known to occur
at a later time than that, and a patient remains in the registry
till the end of her/his life. In the late 19th century, this
characteristic generalized over all localizations of malignant
tumors totaled 5%, i.e., only five of 100 patients survived the
5-year period. By the end of the 20th century, the 5-year
relapse-free survival rate exceeded 50% in developed coun-
tries.

Nomatter how dramatic the progress may seem, the wave
of optimism gives way to the rapid spread of disappointment
and pessimism, as soon as one comes to understand that the
annual rate of success has been below 0.5%. Moreover, its
development by decade in the 20th century is described by a
linear curve, the slope of which did not change even in the
second half of the century, notwithstanding further remark-
able progress after World War II due to achievements in
surgery (military), the appearance of efficient chemotherapy,
and breakthroughs in radiotherapy and radiodiagnosis.
Unfortunately, progress in 21st century remains as slow as
before. In 1977, the 5-year relapse-free survival rate in the
USA was only 49%, and reached 68% in 2009, i.e., it grew at
an annual rate of 0.6% [6]. In Europe, this current index is
near 55±60%. For all that, the situation is not as hopeless as it
is believed to be by certain laypersons: up to two thirds of
patients in developed countries recover from cancer.

In Russia, information on the 5-year relapse-free survival
rates for oncological patients is traditionally (since Soviet
times) withheld. Nevertheless, this indicator can be estimated
to be accurate to within 2±3% based on the published cancer
survival and mortality data (see, for instance, Refs [1, 2, 5]).
According to the authors, it does not exceed 42±43% and is
lower than in other European countries, as confirmed by
foreign publication [7].

Broadly speaking, the success in the treatment of
oncological diseases depends on early diagnosis and the
quality of population-based screening. Roughly 70% of
patients who survived the 5-year relapse-free period had
cancer diagnosed at stages I and II. But the fraction of such
patients in Russia is hardly more than 50%, compared with
80% in theUSA [1±3]. Russian oncologists have to deal with a
large number of patients, of whom only one half are `readily
curable'.

It can be concluded from the foregoing that the cancer
morbidity rate always keeps ahead of the treatment success
rate, even in developed countries with high public health
funding.2 Therefore, cancer deaths, surpassed only by heart
disease mortality, are growing in absolute terms in all

1 IncidenceÐa universally accepted standard measure of morbidity

expressed as the number of new cases of a disease in a population during

a given period of time (per 100,000 population per year).

2 In recent years, per capita total expenditures on health (federal, regional,

insurance) in Western countries amounted to 2700±4000 USD (Europe)

and 7300 USD (USA), compared with roughly 600 USD in Russia [8].
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developed countries. In the USA, 580,350 people died from
cancer in 2013, and 587,720 in 2014 [6]. The situation is
different in countries where the quality of cancer treatment
and the 5-year relapse-free survival rate are still low. Hence,
there is potential for the rapid improvement of the situation
based on the use of foreign experience. In Russia, 290,300 and
287,800 patients died from cancer in 2002 and 2012,
respectively. The absolute number of cancer deaths in this
country is presently decreasing at an annual rate of 0.1%,
compared with 0.3% during the previous 5 years (before
2002) [5]. This can be expected; bearing in mind this tendency,
we shall soon see a growth in the absolute number of cancer
deaths on an annual basis in Russia, too.

In the meantime, we must constantly improve methods
and technologies for all three cancer care strategies, including
radiation therapy.3 The history of external radiation therapy
is expounded in Sections 4±7 after a brief description of
mechanisms underlying radiation damage of living organ-
isms caused by various types of ionizing radiation.

3. Mechanisms of radiation damage

The various types of ionizing radiation (IR) comprise a flux of
accelerated charged particles or photons that serve as the
principal tool for radiation therapy. This article is focused on
external radiotherapy, for which radiation is delivered from a
distant source of photons, charged particles, etc. outside of
the target to be irradiated. The energy of photons and charged
particles is measured and expressed in terms of a unit called
the electron-volt. The photons or charged particles used for
the purpose of external radiotherapy have an energy varying
from thousands of electron-volts to hundreds of millions of
electron-volts. IR penetrating deep into a living structure,
e.g., the human body, and passing through it induces
ionization acts by breaking molecules into separate ions. Its
action is detrimental to the living cell, for its vital activity is
arrested either immediately or after a few division cycles. A
photon, electron, or other particle expends negligibly small
energy (34 eV, on average) to perform a single ionization act.
A measure of the IR effect on a living structure is the energy
spent to induce ionization 4 in a given mass of matter. This
amount of energy is referred to as the radiation absorbed
dose, the unit of which is the Gray (Gy), equivalent to 1 joule
per kg (1 eV� 1:6� 10ÿ19 J).

From an energetic standpoint, an extremely low absorbed
dose is sufficient to induce catastrophic changes in a living
structure, ending in its death. For example, the absorbed dose
applied to a tumor during the entire course of fractionated
irradiation (1±1.5 months) to cause its resorption (the
disappearance or so-called local control) is usually 60±70 Gy.
If this energy could be converted into heat, it would raise the
temperature of the irradiated structure by only a few
hundredths of a degree. No wonder the phenomenon of
death of a biological object under the effect of very low
energy was called the `energy paradox' in the early 20th
century. In the middle of the century, the great Russian
radiobiologist N V Timofeev-Ressovsky coined the term
`radiobiological paradox' to designate it [9]. Let us consider

the three main mechanisms of IR interaction with a cell
leading to its death.

The first (presumably main) mechanism responsible for
cell death is so-called chromosomal aberrations, i.e., DNA
single- or double-strand breaks at the sites of radiation attack
that result in the loss of the hereditary mechanism by the
affected cell and its death during the first or subsequent
mitoses. In the case of multiple breaks of DNA strands, the
cell dies even sooner (in the interphase).

The secondmechanism responsible for cell death damages
intracellularmembranes serving as substrates for complicated
metabolic processes in mitochondria and other important
structures.

Finally, IR induces the formation of a large number of
highly active radicals and peroxides (fragments of ionized
molecules) that interact with free oxygen and other molecules
to give rise to what can be called toxic compounds destroying
intracellular organelles [9, 10].

There are two feasible scenarios for the development of
post-irradiation events in damaged cells. If a cell survives, i.e.,
has so-called sublethal damage or its potentially lethal
damage does not cause death, the decomposed molecules
rapidly recover by virtue of ion recombination, or powerful
intracellular regenerative mechanisms are triggered to repair
defects. The second scenario leads to the death of the cell
during the first and subsequent mitoses due to the failure to
repair defects; when there are serious ormultiple damages, the
destruction may also occur at later phases of the cell cycle.
For example, a double chromosome break affecting both
strands is, as a rule, fatal for the cell.

The radiosensitivity of normal and tumor cells is almost
identical with cell-to-cell variations within 20±25%. The
difference in the repair ability is much more pronounced
(two-fold to three-fold or greater) [9, 10]. In the end, the
capability and success of radiotherapy depend on the more
active recovery of normal cells than neoplastic ones, provided
that an adequate treatmentmodality (total and fraction doses,
fractionation regime, the use of sensitizers and protectors) is
chosen. The resultant difference between the number of dead
and alive benign andmalignant cells is termed the `therapeutic
range'. Figure 1 shows that the existence of the therapeutic
range (the distance between the curves) makes it possible to
kill, at the same absorbed dose, more malignant cells than
normal ones, including those inside the tumor.

3 For many years, genetic scientists have been promising a `panacea' for

cancer treatment by repairing dysfunctional genes, but there is thus far no

progress in this field.
4 In certain cases, some radiation energy is spent to support nuclear

reactions in atoms. The contribution of such processes to the IR

mechanism under discussion is negligible and we do not consider it.
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Figure 1. Therapeutic range. The curves show the dependence of the

irradiation effect (the fraction of dead cells) on the absorbed dose. Left

curveÐmalignant cells, and right curveÐbenign cells.
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Unfortunately, there is a class of so-called radioresistant
neoplasms composed of cells in which reparative processes
proceed more actively than in the cells of normal tissues. This
means, in terms of Fig. 1, that the left curve is displaced to the
right to merge with the right one and even further to the right
than the curve describing the death of normal cells. In such
situations, conventional radiotherapy, without additional
special treatment, proves to be of little value, because benign
cells tend to die at a higher rate than malignant ones. There
are twomain factors making tumors resistant to IR due to the
enhanced efficiency of reparation processes in malignant
cells: the inadequacy of the cell cycle, and hypoxia of the
tumor tissue.

Inadequacy of the cell cycle. It has been demonstrated in
numerous radiobiological experiments that the maximum
number of cells die if they are irradiated in the G2 phase
(post-synthetic period) and in the M phase (mitosis) (Fig. 2).
It seems natural bearing in mind that the main injurious
impact of IR responsible for chromosomal aberrations, i.e.,
damage to DNA in phases G2 and M, occurs after its
synthesis. The probability that radiation damage to DNA
and other critical structures inflicted in other phases of the cell
cycle, viz. G1 (pre-synthetic period) or S (synthetic period),
will cause their death is much (several-fold) smaller. This
phenomenon in its simplest form can be accounted for as
follows: in the latter case, there is enough time to repair the
defect in the critical cell structure prior to mitosis and thereby
to ensure reproduction of the viable cell population.

Given the normal duration of the cell cycle in actively
dividing tissue (from 12 to 48 hours), practically all malignant
tumor cells pass many times through radiosensitive G2 and
M phases during a course of fractionated irradiation (1±
1.5 months). At various instants of irradiation (fractions), IR
inevitably affects cells in these phases and thereby causes
resorption of the tumor, allowing us to achieve the main goal
of fractionated (multiple) irradiationÐ that is, to affect all
the tumor cells in the radiosensitive phases. However, this
goal is difficult to attain in slowly renewing tissues (liver,
muscles, etc.), where most cells remain in the G1 phase for
weeks and even years (e.g., central nervous system cells). The
`cell clock' runs too slowly to keep pace with the cell division
rate during the month and half of the fractionated irradiation
and its multiple impacts kill or deactivate only a small
fraction of the cells in the G2 and M phases. Cells in resting
phases survive, and the tumor escapes resorption. The very
short cycle of malignant cells may just as well contribute to
tumor radioresistance. Although their repairability is worse

than in normal cells, the division rate is higher, and the total
number of new cells and those that survive after irradiation of
a malignant neoplasm is as high as or even higher than before
the treatment.

Tumor tissue hypoxia. Oxygen depletion in neoplastic
tissues, especially those of large tumors, is a common
phenomenon. Supply blood vessels undergo degradation
and become unable to maintain an adequate blood supply,
which leads to a reduction of oxygen content in the growing
tissue mass. Oxygen plays an important role in the transfor-
mation of sublethal and potentially lethal lesions inmalignant
cells into lethal ones. In the presence of oxygen, fragments of
ionized molecules in the form of free active radicals rapidly
find a chemical partner (a free oxygen atom) in the region of
radiation damage. In the absence of oxygen (hypoxia), the
probability of ion recombination, i.e., back transition to the
preceding normal state or reconstitution of initial nonionized
molecules, markedly increases. In other words, ions recom-
bine under conditions of oxygen deficiency before they
damage the cell. The energy spent in a single ionization act is
in many cases insufficient to cause ionization-induced lethal
cell damage. The dependence of cell damage on tissue
saturation with oxygen is defined as the oxygen effect. The
relative oxygen efficiency (OE) is the ratio of biological
effects, for instance, the ratio of the number of dead cells
irradiated under hypoxic conditions to that irradiated with
the same dose in the presence of adequate oxygenation.

During more than a century of radiation therapy
advancement, radiologists have learnt how to overcome
radioresistance of tumors by synchronizing and accelerating
the cell cycle, artificial hypoxia of normal tissues, oxygenation
of tumor tissues, etc. Leaving these issues aside, we shall turn
to themain topic of this review and emphasize the existence of
IRs capable of overcoming tumor radioresistance without
any additional means.

The spectrum of IR currently in use for radiotherapy is
divided into two qualitatively different forms: sparsely
ionizing or low-LET radiation (X-ray and gamma radiation,
electron and proton beams), and densely ionizing or high-
LET radiation (neutron, p meson, and heavier than proton
ion beams 5). They are different in the so-called linear energy
transfer (LET), i.e., the ability to transfer either less or more
energy to a substance over their paths of equal length and,
accordingly, to initiate either fewer or more ionization acts
over the same paths. LET is measured and expressed in
keV mmÿ1. For ionizing radiation, this parameter does not
exceed 3±5 keV mmÿ1; it depends on the radiation energy and,
as a rule, increases at the end of a photon or charge particle
pathway in matter. For example, the LET for high-energy
protons (50±200 MeV) is below 5 keV mmÿ1 and reaches
25 keV mmÿ1 for very slow protons at the end of their
pathway. The LET of densely ionizing radiation varies from
50 to 150 keV mmÿ1, depending on its energy in the range
finding application in radiotherapy.

A proton or photon having a LET of 1±5 keV mmÿ1

induces only isolated chromosomal DNA lesions (ionization
acts). A carbon ion with a LET up to 100 keV mmÿ1 or higher
propagating in a chromosome causes multiple densely spaced
defects, including those that affect both DNA strands, as well

G0M

G1

G
2

S

Figure 2. Mitotic cycle of a cell development: MÐmitosis, G1 Ðpre-

synthetic period, SÐDNA synthesis, G2 Ðpost-synthetic period, and

G0 Ðputative resting phase

5 Neutrons, pmesons, protons, and heavier ions taken together are called

hadrons; the term was coined from the Greek word signifying `large',

`massive', and introduced in 1962 by the outstanding Soviet physicist

L B Okun'.
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as practically unrepairable lethal chromosome breaks (Fig. 3)
and multiple lesions of other cell organelles. The repair of all
multiple point damages to a critical cell structure, even if
inflicted in an interphase, proves impossible. In other words,
densely ionizing radiation considerably reduces the possibi-
lity of repairing ionization damages (chromosomal aberra-
tions, membranous defects, etc.). With the growth of LET
and, therefore, lesion density, increasingly more radiation-
damaged cells begin to develop according to the second lethal
scenario (see above). This allows tumor radioresistance to be
overcome because it is due to the high probability of
reparative processes in the cell and the low probability of
transition of sublethal damages to lethal ones.

This property of IR ( higher or lower density of ionization
acts along a photon or particle track) is referred to as
radiation quality measured in terms of relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) of radiation.

The relative biological effectiveness of IR is defined as the
ratio of the absorbed dose (Dp) of reference radiation from an
artificial photon source, 60Co (RBE=1), to the absorbed dose
(Dr) of IR being studied necessary to produce the same
biological effect:

RBE � Dp

Di
;

where Dp is the absorbed dose from 60Co, and Di is the
absorbed dose of the IR of interest.

The absorbed dose multiplied by RBE is called the
biological dose: the cobalt-Gray equivalent equaling
1 Gy�RBE and formerly used as the biological dose unit is
currently termed the gray radiobiological equivalent (RBE)
and designated as 1 Gy (RBE).

TheRBE of IR starts to increase after the LET reaches the
value of 10 keV mmÿ1, becomes maximum at LET
100 keV mmÿ1, and thereafter rapidly drops to unity or
below for any type of densely ionizing radiation (Fig. 4). To
recall, the RBE value depends not only on the LET but also
on the properties of the object being irradiated. Experiments
with various cell cultures (in vitro) and living objects (in vivo)
have yielded different values at the same LETs, though the
general character of RBE versus LET dependence (curve
behavior) is qualitatively identical. This is easy to explain.
Starting from LET� 100 keV mmÿ1, the ionization act
density becomes sufficient to enable a single particle to

perform a few ionization acts within a chromosome and
cause the most serious (double) breaks of DNA, i.e.,
practically unrepairable chromosome aberrations. The num-
ber of such events, and therefore RBE values, increases with
increasing LET. After the LET amounts to� 100 keV mmÿ1,
a phenomenon occurs that is called `overkill'. At such a LET,
the ionization act density in a critical cell structure (e.g.,
chromosome) becomes so high and multiple breaks are so
numerous that the cell inevitably dies. A further rise in LET,
and, therefore, in the ionization act density, leads to nothing
but a waste of energy, which formally marks the beginning of
RBE reductionwhen the LET reaches� 100 keV mmÿ1. Also,
it is worthwhile to note that the RBE depends not only on the
properties of the study object but also on the criterion chosen
for RBE evaluation (see Fig. 4): the lower the survival rate
adopted as such a criterion for the purpose of a given
experiment, the lower the RBE.

High LET values also allow overcoming the tumor
radioresistance due to hypoxia. A high ionization act
density within the cell volume is associated with the
appearance of such a large number of free radicals and
peroxides that it prevents their complete recombination even
under hypoxic conditions. The remaining radicals and
peroxides interact with cell molecules, which leads to their
decomposition.

Figure 4 illustrates the LET dependence of OE. Evidently,
the OE value for sparsely ionizing radiation amounts to 3,
suggesting that the effectiveness of irradiation of hypoxic cells
is one third that of oxygenated cells and becomes unity at
LET� 100 keV mmÿ1. This means that neither the presence
of oxygen in the irradiated object at such a LET nor its
absence has any influence on the result of the treatment. In
other words, the use of densely ionizing radiation allows
tumor radioresistance due to hypoxia to be overcome.

Two more extremely important points are worthy of
mention, because they are related to the enhancement of the
efficiency of densely ionizing radiation for external radiation
therapy. Disregarding these circumstances puts in doubt the
entire foregoing reasoning: the natural question is whether a
rise in the RBE of densely ionizing radiation and the
subsequent formal multiplication of the absorbed dose by
the RBE are equivalent or not to a simple rise in the absorbed
dose of sparsely ionizing radiation. Once they are equivalent,
there is not much sense in using densely ionizing radiation. It
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Figure 3. Proton and carbon ion tracks and ionization act density. For

comparison, the transverse diameter of the DNA helix (without a protein

covering) is shown in the center of the figure.
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suffices to apply an elevated dose of sparsely ionizing
radiation. Unfortunately, this problem is ignored in many
publications concerning neutron and ion therapy, and their
authors fall to consider the following two most important
arguments.

(1) For those cells or their ensembles (tumors) in which
reparative processes and the repair of even single lesions of
critical structures induced by sparsely ionizing radiation are
inefficient and the overwhelming majority of the sublethal or
potentially lethal isolated defects turn into lethal ones, a rise
in the LET during treatment with densely ionizing radiation
does not lead to an appreciable increase in the RBE (Fig. 5)
[11, 12]. Isolated lesions caused by sparsely ionizing radiation
prove sufficient to sterilize themajority of the affected cells. In
other words, densely ionizing radiation barely increases the
probability of cell death in tissues devoid of a radioresistance
property, including normal healthy tissues. This phenomenon
is of utmost significance for radiotherapy, since the use of
densely ionizing radiation allows strengthening the biological
response in radioresistant tumors, i.e., exactly in those tissues
where it is really necessary, without an elevation of the
biological dose in healthy tissues, thereby avoiding over-
irradiation.

(2) It was shown in a preceding paragraph that the LET
and, accordingly, the RBE increase as radiation energy
decreases, i.e., as it penetrates deeper into a living object.
For this reason, both the LET and RBE reach maximum
values just at the right place, namely in the target tumor rather
than in transient healthy tissues.

Densely ionizing radiation (neutrons) was first applied for
the purpose of radiotherapy in the 1930s. Preliminary
comparative radiobiological studies of X-ray and neutron
radiation effects carried out at the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (Berkeley, USA) in 1936 [13], and the
clinical results of neutron application obtained by Robert
Stone (Berkeley) in 1937±1943 [14, 15] proved discouraging.
Treatment of a group of 249 patients with incurable cancer
resulted in a good outcome in all but one of them in terms of
the effect on the tumor, but severe radiation damage to the
surrounding healthy tissues was themain cause of death in the
majority of these patients. In all likelihood, the preliminary
radiobiological studies and/or neutron dosimetry proved
incorrect. Clinical studies with the use of neutron fluxes
were discontinued over the next 30 years, but they showed
for the first time that the biological effect depends not only on
the absorbed dose but also on the way it is applied (to be
precise, on the number of ionization acts performed by a
particle within the critical cell volume, e.g., at a short section
of a chromosome).

The foregoing can be summarized as follows.
(1) The death of malignant cells and resorption (local

control) of a tumor under the effect of radiotherapy result
from molecule ionization in different cell structures induced
by sparsely ionizing radiation (accelerated electrons, photons
with different energies, accelerated protons) and densely
ionizing radiation (neutrons, p mesons, ions heavier than
protons).

(2) Densely ionizing radiation characterized by a high
RBE is an efficient radiotherapeutic tool for the treatment of
radioresistant tumors.

(3) It accounts for the extensive studies carried out since
the second half of the 20th century with a view to developing
methods for radiation therapy with the use of neutrons,
p mesons, 6 and ions heavier than protons; for many reasons,
it is preferable to make use of multicharged carbon ions.

(4) At the same time, as RBE depends not only on the type
of radiation but also on the properties of living objects, so in-
depth radiobiological studies are needed for the creation of a
database containing information related to the dependence of
RBE on the localization, etymology, stages, and other
characteristics of various malignant neoplasms. That is why
the densely ionizing radiation too slowly finds application in
clinical practice. It can be mentioned by way of illustration
that only eight of the 68 world centers of proton and ion
therapy currently use beams of ions heavier than protons.

4. Historical review
of external radiation therapy

Radiation therapy is traditionally subdivided into two
clusters:7 internal and external. In the former case, a
radiation source is placed on the body surface (the applica-
tion method), inserted into its natural cavities (intracavity
irradiation), or placed inside a tissue (intratissue irradiation).
In the last case, radiation is delivered from a distant source
located outside the patient's body. Each of these approaches
is applied to a varying extent in clinical practice. According to
the American Cancer Society [16], contact therapy was used
in the USA in 2004 in fewer than 12% of the cases of
radiotherapeutic treatment. Each method has its peculiar
history, strategy, and stages of development, and makes use
of specific techniques and devices for IR generation. The
present article is focused on external radiation therapy, its
history, strategy, achievements, and advances, as well as
failures and breakdowns.

The origin of external radiotherapy is traced back to the
late 19th century when Wilhelm Conrad R�ontgen made his
seminal discovery of X-rays (1895). The first attempts to use
X-rays for the treatment of superficial neoplasms were
undertaken as early as 1896±1898. The history of the
discovery is interesting in itself and deserves to be described
even if in brief. On 8 November 1895, R�ontgen not only
observed a fluorescent glow of barium platinocyanide crystals
exposed to emission from a cathode ray tube in his W�urzburg
laboratory, but also fully appreciated the importance of the
new phenomenon. Similar observations had been known
before: suffice it to mention fluorescent screen glow and the
appearance of strange lines on photographic plates exposed to

LET

RBE

Repaired

Unrepaired

Figure 5. Comparison of LET dependence of RBE for intensely repaired

(radioresistant) (upper curve) and poorly repaired (lower curve) cells.

6 For a variety of reasons, p mesons are currently not used for radiation

therapy.
7 The term `brachytherapy' (from the Greek word `brachy' signifying

`short') is frequently used.
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cathode rays. However, the observers (E S Kamenskii, a
school teacher in Baku, and professor I P Puluj of Prague)
gave little weight to considering what implications these
phenomena might have [17]. Indeed, Louis Pasteur was right
when he said that ``chance favors the preparedmind.'' Equally
interesting is the fact that the discovery was first advertised in
theViennadaily newspaperDiePresson5 January 1895,while
R�ontgendeliveredhis lecture reporting thediscoveryofX-rays
only on 23 January 1895 at a meeting of the local scientific
society. The first X-ray images weremade in Russia already in
January 1896. The first X-ray generator for this purpose was
designed byAleksandr StepanovichPopov, the inventor of the
radio (a little known fact).

W R�ontgen was not only an eminent scientist but also a
man of the highest moral principles. Up to his death in 1923,
he described the new radiation as X-rays, although they came
to bear his name in many languages. He donated the money
from the Nobel Prize in Physics awarded to him in 1901 (the
first one in physics) to the University of W�urzburg. R�ontgen
did not accept election to the Royal Prussian Academy of
Sciences and rejected the title of nobility and various awards.
He also refused to take out patents related to his discovery,
since he wanted humankind as a whole to benefit from its
practical applications.

Unfortunately, the potential of X-rays for the treatment
of deep-lying tumors is limited. The highest dose is absorbed
on the body surface (curve 1 in Fig. 6). It decreases two-fold at
a depth of 2±3 cm and does not exceed a few fractions of the
percent of the maximum value at a depth of 4 cm.8 X-rays
undergo marked lateral scattering in biological tissues, which
results in strong irradiation of the healthy tissues along the
beampath and in the vicinity of a tumor. The dose intended to
be received by a neoplasm is limited by the maximum
tolerated dose for the skin, which is rather low. Never-
theless, X-ray irradiation is still extensively applied for the
treatment of superficial tumors (Fig. 7). The need to search
for new types of IR capable of affecting deep-lying tissue
masses became clear in the early 20th century. Apart from the
search for deeply penetrating types of IR, which was

completed only in the second half of the 20th century,
developments in radiation therapy reduced to solving two
major problems [18]:
� reduction of irradiation of healthy tissues by lowering

its dose and/or decreasing the amount of the inevitably
irradiated tissue;
� better differentiation of the responsiveness of normal

and malignant tissues by increasing the radiosensitivity of the
latter and decreasing that of the former, as well as the use of
densely ionizing radiation (see above).

Let us start by considering the first problem and turn to
the second one at the end of this section.

Why is it so important to reduce the irradiation of healthy
tissues? The immediate result is obvious: it improves treat-
ment tolerance both during and after irradiation, while the
frequency and severity of complications decrease. The
possibility of decreasing the dose in healthy tissues permits
increasing the dose in the tumor that substantially increases
the probability of its destruction (resorption): a 1% rise in the
dose received by the tumor increases the probability of its
resorption (so-called local tumor control, LTC) by 2±4%.
Such strong dose dependence of LTC, i.e., cell death, is fairly
well illustrated by the character (slope) of the curves in Fig. 1.
Indeed, a 10% rise in the tumor-absorbed dose improves LTC
by 20±40%. If the success of the treatment in 100 patients is
estimated before dose escalation at 50%, its increase proves
beneficial for 60±70% of them; hence, the importance of
further progress in solving this problem.

Up to 1951, only X-rays were used for external radio-
therapy. It was shown in the 1920s±1930s that multiple
(fractionated) radiation affects a tumor much more strongly
than single irradiation. This discovery was purely intuitive
and only later received a rational explanation. As it was
mentioned above, this effect is connected with the different
cell radiosensitivity during the life cycle and with the worse
reparation ability of malignant cells compared with normal
ones.9 Multiple irradiation allows practically all malignant
cells to be treated at the time of their maximum radio-
sensitivity, as irradiation fractions affect cells in these periods
stochastically spaced throughout time. Intervals between the
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Figure 6. Depth-dose distribution patterns of various types of radiation:

1 is X-rays, E�140 keV; 2Ðgamma-radiation of 60Co, E�1:17 keV;

3Ðelectron beam, E � 25 MeV; 4Ðbremsstrahlung radiation,

E � 25 MeV; 5Ðmonochromatic proton beam, E � 160 MeV (Bragg

curve); 6Ðmodified Bragg curve, the beam energy spectrum is modified

for uniform irradiation of the target at a depth of 9 to 16 cm.

Figure 7.Modern X-ray therapy devices.

8 Figure 6 does not plot the segment of curve 1 at the depths exceeding 6 cm;

it extends for some tens of centimeters, the absorbed dose is not high here,

but exactly this preliminarily filtered part of the radiation spectrum is

utilized in X-ray diagnostic equipment.

9 Unfortunately, this observation does not hold for so-called radio-

resistant tumors.
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fractions are beneficial too, because benign cells recover
sooner during these pauses than malignant ones.

The first noticeable breakthrough in attempts to reduce
exposure of healthy tissues to radiation dates to 1951, when
Harold Johns of Canada used for the first time 60Co as a
source emitting a photon beam with an energy of � 1:3 MeV
(see Fig. 6, curve 2, and Fig. 8). New success came 6 years
later, when the first medical linear electron accelerator (LEA)
was commissioned at Stanford Hospital (Fig. 9) to generate
radiation from two types of beams: fast megavolt electrons
(curve 3 in Fig. 6), and high-energy photons or so-called
bremsstrahlung radiation (curve 4 in Fig. 6). Today, electron
beams and megavolt photons with an energy from 6 to
24 MeV are used in radiotherapy. The higher the radiation
energy, the smaller the scattering of electrons and photons
and the lower the exposure of healthy tissues to radiation
along particle pathways.

A comparison of curve 1 in Fig. 6 (X-rays) with curves 2±
4 (electron beams and megavolt photons) illustrates the
progress achieved in the protection of healthy tissues lying
along a particle pathway toward the tumor. The maximum
dose penetrates deeper toward the neoplasm, but the situation
behind the tumor leaves much to be desired, because
bremsstrahlung radiation (curve 4) passes through the whole
body, even if its dose decreases with depth. The period
between 1950 and 1970 was marked by the extensive
application of photon radiation sources and LEAs in radio-
therapy. These instruments continue to be increasingly widely
used for the purpose with considerably improved clinical
results. At present, over 10,000 LEAs (Fig. 10) operated all
over the world provide the basis for modern external radio-
therapy. Their design is constantly being improved and those
exploited in clinical facilities are periodically (once every few
years) replaced by modified ones.

One more innovation introduced into external radio-
therapy with the advent of photon and electron radiation
sources (60Co, LEA) should be mentioned. By the mid-1960s,
the classical procedure of external radiotherapy with the use
of gamma-radiation and electron beams was developed that,
along with the principle of fractionation, became universally
accepted. A patient placed on the positioner of an X-ray

unit undergoes irradiation from the source rotating around
him/her in the vertical plane. Practically all deep-lying tumors
are presently treated in this mode by multifield irradiation
(from any direction). The tumor is irradiated instantly from
all directions. It receives the maximum possible dose. The
dose in transit tissues is distributed equally through their
volume, so it turns out to bemuch less than in tumor and does
not damage seriously the healthy organs and structures.

There are at least two more important reasons for the
treatment of patients in the supine position. First, in this
position, syntopy (mutual disposition) of the tumor and
various organs and structures is especially stable and
reproducible from one fraction to another. Second, all types
of intrascopic instruments (CT and MRI scanners, gamma-
chambers, etc.) are designed to be used for the study

Figure 8.Modern 60Co-based treatment delivery device.

Figure 9. First linear electron accelerator at the Stanford Hospital (San

Francisco, USA).

Figure 10.Modern medical linear accelerator.
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(topometry) of patients lying flat. At the same time, the
syntopy of all body structures changes significantly upon
alteration of the body position, e.g., supine-to-sitting transi-
tion. It would be senseless to perform topometry on a lying
patient and irradiate him/her in the sitting position. Rotation
of a photon source (60Co) or an electron beam generated in an
LEA in the vertical plane about a lying patient proved a
technically simple problem that was solved almost simulta-
neously with the advent of these instruments. This classical
procedure became universally accepted. All attempts to revise
the principle `do topometry and irradiation in the supine
position' failed. A characteristic example of such years-long
unsuccessful attempts will be presented in Section 5 dealing
with the history of proton beam therapy.

The introduction of novel radiation technology was not
without tragic episodes. Themost striking of them is probably
the case of overdose of six patients from Therac linear
electron accelerators in 1985±1987. These instruments were
supplied to several hospitals in the USA by Atomic Energy of
Canada Ltd. Four patients died from irradiation with doses
tens of times higher than the prescribed ones as a result of
using faulty control software. Both software and human
errors were responsible. All 11 Therac accelerators were
withdrawn in 1987.

The worldwide trend toward the production and practical
application of LEAs was totally disregarded in Russia, partly
under the influence of some decision-making personalities of
the national public health. They were dissatisfied with the
poor general state of domestic clinics and their equipment
with outdated instrumentation. They advocated the thesis
that funds are needed to meet the immediate requirements of
patients and cannot be wasted on the development of
questionable techniques. The voices of those calling to think
of the future were not heard. Since the 1960s±1970s, the
country has met developmental logging not only in radiation
technologies but also in medical equipment as a whole.
Hence, the present-day situation is characterized by hapha-
zard and frequently unjustified purchasing of expensive
medical technologies from foreign manufacturers, including
LEAs. Production of these instruments in the country has
been completely discontinued over the past 20 years.

In the second half of the 20th century, physicists and
clinicians made one more important step toward the solution
of the problem of induced irradiation of healthy tissues
behind the tumor. The use of accelerated high-energy proton
beams reduces to nothing the impact of radiation in this
region (Fig. 6, curves 5 and 6).

Proton beam therapy is thoroughly discussed in Sec-
tions 5±7. In the meantime, we return to the second strategic
line of development of external radiation therapy, namely the
improvement in differentiation between responses of normal
and malignant tissues. This issue is of special importance in
the context of the treatment of radioresistant tumors, the
reaction of which to irradiation is either identical with or less
pronounced than that of normal tissues, thus preventing, in
principle, the application of standard radiotherapeutic mod-
alities for their control.

As it was mentioned in Section 2, densely ionizing
radiation provides a powerful tool for the treatment of
radioresistant tumors. One of them is fast neutron beams
employed in radiotherapy for the first time byR S Stone in the
1930s. The authorwas brave enough to honestly recognize the
failure of his attempts [14, 15]. Even today, `Doctor Stone's
tragedy' is a topic of certain publications.

The poor results of Stone's studies account for the 30-year
break in the use of fast neutrons for radiation therapy.
Investigations were resumed in the 1970s first at Hammer-
smith Hospital, London [19] and thereafter in Japan [20].
Russian neutron therapy centers in the cities of Obninsk,
Tomsk, Chelyabinsk, and Snezhinsk are functioning and
constantly being modernized [21].

The scope of this article being limited, let us mention only
one more interesting method of therapeutic application of
neutrons [22]: boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT)
consisting in irradiation of a tumor preliminarily saturated
with boron by slow thermal neutrons. Reactions between
slow neutrons and boron nuclei give rise to densely ionizing
alpha-particles having short (a few micrometers) ranges and
lithium nuclei. They give out all their energy where they are
formed, i.e., within a small cell volume. Ionization acts follow
one another very closely, which leads to multiple damages to
critical cell structures and their death. Actually, radiation
itself `chooses' targets among boron-saturated tissues. The
main problem is to maximally saturate with boron the tumor
and reduce to a minimum saturation of healthy tissues.
Unfortunately, this elegant idea is difficult to implement,
because the application of slow neutrons is limited by their
short ranges (a few centimeters) in biological tissues. There
are some 30 centers of neutron therapy around the world, and
the number of patients treated is below 30,000.

Systematic studies of another type of densely ionizing
radiation based on the application of ions heavier than
protons were initiated only in 1984 after the Heavy Ion
Medical Accelerator (HIMAC) had been put into operation
in Japan [23, 24].

It is worthwhile to note, deviating slightly from the topic,
that striking progress in radiodiagnosis and information
technologies greatly contributed to the development and
achievements of external radiation therapy and healthcare
as a whole. It took only two decades in the second half of the
20th century to introduce into clinical practice computer
tomography (CT), proton emission tomography (PET),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and four-dimensional
ultrasonic technique (US). It would be simply impossible to
use modern equipment for external radiation therapy without
these introscopic technologies with their intrinsically high
precision, resolving power, and operation speed.Wewould be
unable to adequately describe (depict) syntopy and geometry
of the target, surrounding organs, and structures in the region
of interest at the first of the three canonical stages of
radiotherapy 10 (patient data acquisition or topometry).
Information technologies indispensable now for solving
many problems related to the organization and provision of
any medical treatment are equally important at the second
stage, i.e., the choice of radiation doses taking account of
anatomical localization of the tumor (dose-anatomical
planning). Radiotherapists and medical physicists equipped
with powerful computer platforms and highly intellectual
software programs are able to rapidly elaborate virtual plans
for irradiating specific neoplasms, choose the best variants of
treatment, and optimize them in terms of quantitative criteria,
such as dose uniformity, reduction of irradiation of healthy
tissues, and minimization of its impact on critical organs or
structures. The role of these two stages of radiotherapy and

10 Any radiotherapeutic treatment includes three stages: patient data

acquisition or topometry, the choice of radiation doses taking account of

the anatomical location of the tumor, and irradiation proper.
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their adequate performance is as important for the favorable
outcome of the treatment (tumor elimination) as that of the
third stage (irradiation proper).

To conclude this section, the following remarks are in
order:

(1) The modern external radiotherapy uses all types of
radiation, and the further extension of their list appears
unlikely.

(2) The opinion that an application of new types of
radiation lessens the role of the currently available ones is a
mistake. History teaches that all types of radiation introduced
into routine clinical practice, starting from X-rays, have
found their respective niche and continue to be successfully
employed.

(3) Modern introscopic technologies greatly contribute to
progress in radiation therapy.

5. Advantages of hadron (proton and ion)
therapy

The advantages of using accelerated proton beams were
formulated for the first time by R R Wilson [25] in 1946.
They arise from the following specific features of proton
penetration into matter:
� the point where a particle stops in a given matter

unambiguously depends on its energy (Fig. 11), which
makes it possible to stop the beam at a predetermined depth,
e.g., at the posterior border of an irradiated tumor (target)
(Fig. 6, curve 5);
� protons are less scattered on atomic electrons than are

gamma-rays; for example, a monochromatic proton beam 11

with an energy of 120 MeV stops at a depth of � 100 mm,
where its diameter is only 6 mm bigger than at the entrance to
the body;
� ionization losses of a particle (i.e., the dose) increase

with depth and reach their maximum at the point where the
particle stops, giving rise to the so-called Bragg peak (Fig. 6,
curve 5).

The Bragg peak of a monochromatic proton beam is
narrow (2±3 mm at half-height). Such a beam cannot be used
to uniformly irradiate more or less lengthy targets along its

pathway. Due to the limited scope of the present article, it has
not been possible to present all technical details. Suffice it to
say that the Bragg curve of a monochromatic beam (Fig. 6,
curve 5) can be converted into the so-called modified Bragg
curve (Fig. 6, curve 6) by a correct transformation of the beam
energy spectrum using certain rather complicated methods.
The plateau length in curve 6 can be given for each particular
case but is usually chosen to be equal to the tumor (target)
length measured from top to bottom.

Taken together, these features of the proton beam±tissue
interaction determine the advantages of this kind of therapy
over photon and electron irradiation. They can be briefly
formulated from a comparison of the curves in Fig. 6 as
follows:

(1) Single-field irradiation by protons (fromone direction)
totally excludes radiation damage to healthy tissues behind
the tumor.

(2) Tissues lying laterally to the target and along the beam
path remain almost unaffected.

(3) The impact of this radiation on the skin (a radio-
sensitive structure) is somewhat stronger than that of the
bremsstrahlung effect, but is much weaker than the influence
of X-rays, low-energy photons from 60Co, and electrons.
Transit tissues along the path of the beam to the tumor
undergo only weak irradiation.

(4) The plateau in the Bragg curve and the possibility of
exactly matching it with the target 12 make it possible to
uniformly irradiate the entire tumor volume even in the case
of single-field irradiation.

(5) The weak lateral scattering of the beam and the
possibility of stopping all the particles at a predetermined
depth permit irradiating even very small (a few millimeters in
size) targets located very close to critical (radiosensitive)
organs.

A practically significant consequence of the advantages
listed in items 1±3 is that the integral dose (the product of dose
and irradiated tissue mass) in proton-irradiated healthy
tissues is always one half of the dose at the gamma-
irradiation performed with the most up-to-date devices.
Thus, the statements of certain authors that the proton
beam therapy (PBT) is a somewhat exotic, exclusive techni-
que look unjustified. PBT studies initiated in 1954 and the
therapy's rapid introduction to the practical healthcare since
1990 are in line with the general strategy of developing
radiation therapy convincingly formulated long ago and
expounded in Section 4 as a consistent extension of the
range of radiation types applicable for the purpose and
improvement of the methods and technologies employed to
reduce the impact of radiation on healthy tissues. PBT allows
these goals to be achieved with a maximum efficiency, which
opens up prospects for the rational elevation of the dose
acting on the tumor to promote its successful elimination.

The use of proton beams not only facilitates further
progress in radiation therapy but also markedly extends the
sphere of application of radiological techniques. It is now
possible to treat small and very small tumors of the central
and peripheral nervous systems, intraocular and other
tumors, in short, a large class of neoplasms located near
critical organs and structures that formerly was considered to
be incurable by the external radiotherapy.
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Figure 11. Proton range in water vs energy.

11 An accelerator generates a proton beam in which all accelerated

particles have equal energy. Particle spread by energies is usually not

more than 1±2%; particles having other energies escape from the beam

during acceleration.

12 The existing methods of the proton therapy make the so-called

conformal irradiation (with precise matching between target and dose

field boundaries) more precise and better than any other type of radiation.
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Beams of accelerated ions heavier than protons provide
the same benefits as proton beams. Moreover, their scattering
in tissues is less pronounced than that of protons and inversely
proportional to the square root of particle mass. For example,
the spreading of a carbon ion beam penetrating into a matter
is nearly one quarter (sic!) that of a proton beam. The ratio of
the dose in the Bragg peak to the surface dose for ions is
somewhat higher than for protons. However, these advan-
tages were not the sole reason that made researchers focus on
heavy ions. As was shown in Section 3, heavy ions are
characterized by high LET values and, accordingly, high
RBE; moreover, their biological action is unrelated to the
presence or absence of oxygen in a tumor that allows heavy
ions to overcome its radioresistance. Exactly the last property
makes accelerated heavy ion beams an ideal tool for radio-
therapy of a large class of radioresistant tumors (from 15 to
30% of all malignant neoplasms, by different estimations).

The advantages of hadron radiation therapy were clear
from the very beginning. Nevertheless, the development of the
proton therapy and its introduction into practical healthcare
turned out to be complicated and rather protracted, as will be
shown in Section 6.

6. Evolution of hadron therapy

6.1 Proton beam therapy
The history of PBT is explicitly divided into two periods. One
lasted from 1954 to 1960, when the first experimental physico-
technical and clinical studies were carried out. During the
second period started in 1990, PBT has been actively
introduced into practical healthcare.

Despite obvious advantages of tumor treatment by proton
beams, their practical application immediately encountered
many difficulties and risks. Understanding these problems
and the intrinsic conservatism of the medical profession
(absolutely justified in view of the `do no harm' principle)
made clinicians act slowly and cautiously as they tried to
extend the sphere of PBT applications.

The story of the development of medical equipment for
the use of this new type of radiation is beyond the scope of this
article. There was simply no such equipment when the idea of
PBT was suggested. To recall, 60Co photons were used for the
first time in 1951, proton beams in 1954, and a linear electron
accelerator (megavolt electron and photon beams) only in
1957. Nothing was used in external radiation therapy except
X-rays before the 1950s. New devices and technologies for
PBT had to be designed, produced, tested, and accepted or
rejected for many years to come.

We discuss here only some specific problems related
exactly to the application of proton beams that awaited
solution to ensure the introduction of PBT to the practical
healthcare. The most important are: the patient positioning
during the treatment for a precise matching between target
and dose field boundaries, the development of relevant tools
and methods for dosimetry and rotation of a radiation source
(proton beam) around the lying patient.

The problems to be resolved were related to the main
advantage of proton beams, i.e., the possibility of distribut-
ing the dose so as to create its highest boundary gradients
both at the distal (posterior) border of the dose field (curves 5
and 6 in Fig. 6) and at its lateral borders where the dose (dose
gradient) falls at almost the same rate as on the remote
(distal) border.

The curves in Fig. 6 suggest that the dose at the field
borders decreases from the cancericidal value (90±95%) to the
practically safe one for healthy tissues (20%)within a distance
of 2±5 cm. Never before did the radiation therapy have such a
striking possibility. Its realization required the solution of a
very difficult (in the middle of the 19th century) technical
problem. Of primary importance was achieving a precise
matching between the clear-cut borders of the dose field and
tumor boundaries. Even a minor discrepancy, i.e., a shift of
the field border into the tumor across its boundary, leads to
suboptimal irradiation of its edge, which is almost inevitably
fraught with a further neoplastic growth or a relapse of the
tumor. The mistake is fatal and irreparable, because repeated
irradiation is out of the question, bearing inmind that healthy
tissues and the whole body of the patient have already
received the tolerant dose. A shift of the field border outside
the tumor results in strong irradiation of the adjacent healthy
tissues and structures. Just the use of protons made it possible
to treat tumors located very close to critical radiosensitive
tissues and organs, but its implementation turned out to be a
difficult problem.

Today, the correct positioning of a patient is a routine
procedure employed not only in proton therapy facilities but
also in all other radiotherapeutic (photon, electron) installa-
tions. The two most popular methods for the purpose make
use of light (laser) beams and X-rays. In the former one, a
patient is set up with several markers on the body. They are
matched with laser beam traces that create a proper light
infrastructure in the treatment room imitating the beam line,
the network of axes and coordinates of positioner move-
ments, dose field contours from a given direction, etc.

The final andmost precise positioning is achieved with the
help of one rotated or two orthogonal X-ray tube/X-ray
detector pairs. The roentgenocontrast structures of the
patient's body are brought to a position envisaged in the
dose-anatomical plan of the treatment by adjusting the table
position under the control of roentgenoscopy. In the absence
of natural roentgenocontrast structures, special roentgen-
ocontrast markers are inserted into the patient's body. The
ultimate result of positioning is, as a rule, recorded roentgen-
ographically and stored in the form of so-called portal images
obtained with the same X-ray equipment.

A discussion of the precise positioning of the patient prior
to irradiation implies mentioning, even if briefly, one more
important technological stage of radiotherapy preceding all
manipulations of the patient being prepared for irradiation.
An indispensable condition to be fulfilled is an invariably
stable position of the body (the so-called zone of interest 13)
during both topometry and all irradiation procedures. To this
end, an immobilization device is manufactured individually
for each patient, in which he/she is placed during topometry
and all irradiation procedures. Such devices are a mask or a
corset made from thermoplastic materials (Fig. 12), and an
immobilization capsule from a fast-curing foam (Fig. 13). A
vacuum cushion (Fig. 14) molds into a tightly formed shape
conforming to the patient's body after the air is evacuated and
holds this shape securely for a long time (up to several weeks),
until air is allowed back into the cushion. The immobilization
device with the patient may be many times fixed on the table
of a topometric device or a treatment (beam) delivery system
in the unambiguous position.

13 The zone of interest is an anatomical volume comprising a target

(neoplasm) and the adjacent structures to be irradiated.
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In this way, the desired stable position of the patient's
body is ensured during topometry and all irradiation sessions
(fractions). However, this approach does not permit the
syntopy (mutual disposition) of the tumor and various
organs and structures of the body maintained by physiologi-
cal processes, such as respiration, peristaltics, and involun-
tary muscle contractions, to be controlled. There are
technologies allowing these movements to be monitored.
One of them is simultaneous topometry and irradiation
within a single breathing phase (usually at expiration during
20±25% of the whole breathing cycle. Thus, the irradiation is
carried out at the same syntopy of the tumor and the
surrounding organs as it was determined during topometry
(i.e., stipulated in the treatment plan). The limited scope of
this article does not permit us to describe other methods.

We intentionally included the above materials in this
section instead of Section 3, because such sophisticated

patient positioning and immobilizing techniques had been
developed in most cases specially for PBT (as opposed to
other radiotherapeutic modalities), which requires the highest
possible precision. Only later did these innovative technolo-
gies find application in traditional (conventional) external
photon and electron radiation therapy.

The problem to be resolved consisted not only in precisely
positioning the patient and matching the tumor and the dose
field. It was mentioned in the foregoing discussion of
dosimetry what negligibly small energies had to be measured
to choose the right dose. Moreover, extremely high boundary
gradients of the proton dose field required instruments for
measuring its geometry with a very high (a few millimeters or
fractions of a millimeter) spatial resolution. Modern dosi-
metric technologies meet this requirement.

Solving the two above problems, viz. the development of
technical means and methods for precise patient positioning
and accurate dosimetry, demanded huge efforts frommedical
physicists and engineers during the entire long experimental
period in the history of PBT, from 1954 (the first treatment of
a patient with proton beams at the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory in Berkeley, CA, USA) till 1990
(creation of the first clinical multidisciplinary center, the
Loma Linda Proton Therapy Treatment Center, CA, USA).
Ten experimental PBT centers were set up around the world
at this time, all of them based at physical institutions and
employing existing research proton accelerators. The neces-
sary precise dosimetric instruments and patient positioning
techniques were designed at these centers. Each of them
worked in cooperation with a local hospital (usually one),
from which patients were referred for irradiation. This
imposed a heavy managerial burden on hospital radiology
departments in addition to their routine clinical and pioneer-
ing research activities. For all that, a number of PBT
techniques were developed at these centers by 1990, which
enabled them to treat over 8,000 patients [26].

Russia was the third country, after the USA and Sweden,
to establish and put into operation three PBT centers [27]
based at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna
(1968), the Institute for Theoretical and Experimental
Physics, Moscow (1969), and the Petersburg Nuclear Physics
Institute, Gatchina (1974). The ITEP center operated with
four specialized treatment (beam) delivery units (TDUs),
accommodated in three treatment rooms. It was the world's
largest PBT center till 1990.14 Based on this facility, the six
largest Moscow clinics treated 1945 of their patients (23% of
the total number of those irradiated with proton beams
throughout the world) [26] before 1990 when the first
multicabin PBT center was commissioned in Loma Linda,
USA. Russian researchers, both clinicians and medical
physicists, made an undeniably great contribution to the
development of PBT at its initial stage. By 1990, a total of
2,533 patients had been treated at the three Russian
experimental centers in Dubna, Moscow, and Gatchina
(almost a third of global clinical experience). Russian
clinicians were the first to irradiate malignant neoplasms in
different parts of the body [28].

As researchers and therapists gained increasingly more
experience, one more problem mentioned above (rotation of
the radiation source, i.e., the proton beam, around the lying
patient) became increasingly more apparent. In the period

Figure 12. Fixation of the patient's head with the help of a mask.

Figure 13. Fixation of a patient in an individual capsule filled up with fast-

curing foam.

Figure 14. Fixation of a patient on a vacuum cushion.

14 All other experimental centers had only one (maximum two) treatment

cabin and TDU.
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from 1954 to 1990, all PBT experimental centers used only
horizontal proton beams with the axis fixed in space. It was
believed that excellent dose distributions of proton beams
would make possible their wide application for irradiating
tumors in any location without rotation of the radiation
source, i.e., the proton beam, around the lying patient.

Unfortunately, clinical practice disproved this belief. The
largest and most encouraging experience was accumulated
during the period between 1954 and 1990 in two specialized
disciplines, ophthalmic oncology and treatment of intracra-
nial malignant neoplasms (MNs) or some other intracranial
structures (pituitary gland, arteriovenous malformations,
etc.). In 1990, patients with oncoophthalmological problems
accounted for 55% of all patients treated by PBT. Almost
25% of the patients underwent irradiation for intracranial
neoplasms [28±31], which means that only 20% of the
patients received radiotherapy for MNs located in other
parts of the body; the outcome of such treatment was, as a
rule, no better than that with the use of traditional radiation
sources (types), viz. X-rays, gamma-radiation, and electron
beams.

It was becoming increasingly clear that the cause behind
such narrow application of PBT 15 was the lack of technical
means needed to rotate the source; moreover, rotation of a
patient instead of the source for multifield (from different
directions) irradiation altered the syntopy of the target, body
organs, and structures. Taken together, these factors sub-
stantially reduced the sphere of proton beam applications. A
treatment plan had to envisage major uncertainties related to
changes in syntopy in order to avoid suboptimal irradiation at
tumor boundaries and to include additional margins to target
size that led to deliberate and undesirable irradiation of large
amounts of healthy tissue. The risk of damage to sensitive
organs and structures increased. Collectively, these draw-
backs denied the qualities of PBT and hampered its more
extensive application. Numerous attempts to revise the main
principle of external radiotherapy, i.e., irradiation of a lying
patient with the radiation source rotated around him/her in a
vertical plane, failed andmore than once confirmed its clinical
significance.

Long-term research at 10 experimental PBT centers in
various countries yielded two important results by the mid-
1980s, both physico-technical and clinical. Physicists and
engineers managed to overcome practically all the aforemen-
tioned technical problems that prevented the application of
accelerated proton beams for radiotherapy.

Advances in CT, MRI, PET, and US diagnostic imaging
techniques facilitated precise multimodality topometry, while
computer technologies made it possible to elaborate and
optimize virtual dose-anatomical plans for patient irradia-
tion on an individual basis. The newly designed and
thoroughly tested technologies proved instrumental in the
formulation and measurement of dose distribution for each
concrete case. The accuracy of topometry reached �5%,
while the resolving power of new devices covered the
submillimeter range.

Novel laser, photometric, and X-ray techniques for
patient positioning ensured reliable matching between dose
distribution and tumor location towithinmillimeter accuracy.

Rotation of the proton beam around a lying patient
became a universally accepted method based on the gantry

principle (Figs 15, 16). Gantry systems promoted consider-
able extension of PBT applications for the treatment of
tumors located in various places. They equalized the
technical potentials of conventional (X-rays, gamma-rays,
electron beam) and proton irradiations by making possible
beam rotation around a patient in supine position. As a result,
the most vulnerable spot of proton therapy, its `Achilles heel',
was eliminated by the 1990s. All multicabin clinical PBT
centers currently under construction are designed to have
several gantry systems, despite their high cost, huge size
(� 10� 10� 10 m3) and significant weight (up to 1000 t).

Clinicians, in turn, solved another important problem
during the same period. They conclusively confirmed the
advantages of PBT formulated by R R Wilson in 1946 and
discussed in a preceding section. It was shown in studies
involving large groups of patients that clinical results of PBT
proved to be virtually always better than outcomes of
conventional therapy. The sphere of applications of radia-
tion therapy was considerably extended to include irradiation
of large intracranial and intraocular neoplasms and tumors
located very close to critical (radiosensitive) organs and
structures.

15 Oncoophthalmological problems and intracranial MN collectively

account for no more than 3±4% of all oncological diseases [1, 2, 4].
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Figure 15. A possible scheme of proton beam rotation about a patient in

the supine position (gantry): 1Ðbending magnets, 2Ðquadrupole

lenses, 3Ðpositioner (table) with a lying patient, 4Ðdose field forma-

tion and dose monitoring systems, 5Ðtreatment cabin, and 6Ðconcrete

protection. Elements 1, 2, 4 are mounted on a casing rotated over �180�
about the horizontal axis. The positioner has certain degrees of motion in

the vertical and horizontal planes (in the figure plane or normally to it);

moreover, it can be rotated about the vertical axis.

Figure 16.Gantry viewed from the treatment cabin.
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To sum up, years-long efforts by researchers created by
the 1980s prerequisites for the transition from experimental
studies of PBT to its introduction into practical healthcare.
The number of PBT centers and the rate of their construction
have greatly increased since the commissioning of the first
PBT center in the multidisciplinary Loma Linda hospital,
USA in 1990.

6.2 Ion therapy
Ion beams had until recently been considered a tool for
investigations into extreme states of matter [34]. However,
the advantages of ions heavier than protons for irradiating
malignant neoplasms and arguments in favor of their medical
application discussed in Sections 3±5 provided a good starting
point for systematic studies how to use these particles for
radiology.

The first attempts of irradiation with heavy ion beams
were undertaken at the cyclotron of the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (Berkeley, USA) in the 1950s±1960s
[33]. Systematic clinical studies with the use of these ions
began in 1994 after the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator
(HIMAC), designed to generate a wide variety of beams of
various ions, was put into operation at the National Ions
Research Center (NIRC), Japan [24, 33].

7. Status of and trends in hadron therapy

There are 68 multicabin hadron therapy centers (140 TDUs)
in the world, including 22 in the USA, 13 in Japan, and 8 in
Germany [33]. Eight centers make use of ions heavier than
protons.

It is predicted that at least 1,000 TDUs (about 300
hadron therapy centers) will be in operation by 2032 all over
the world [33, 35±37]. The exponential growth in the
number of such centers is illustrated in Fig. 17. From 15
to 30% of oncological patients need the hadron therapy.
Bearing in mind that one radiation-generating machine can
be used to treat up to 300 patients per year, it is easy to
calculate that the requirements for the population of
developed countries (the so-called golden billion) in hadron
therapy will be fully satisfied by the 2030s. Unfortunately,
the remaining (largest) part of the world's population living

in developing countries will lack access to this important
form of healthcare.

Since 1990, priority has been given to the construction of
so-called multicabin hadron therapy centers using proton or
ion beams from a single accelerator distributed among a few
(from 3 to 5) treatment cabins.

A few remarks are in order as regards specialized medical
accelerators operated in such centers. In principle, three types
of accelerators can be used to generate proton and ion beams,
viz. synchrotrons, cyclotrons, and linear accelerators. To
date, machines of the first two types have been used in
proton and ion therapy centers, even though linear accel-
erators are planned to be utilized in certain projects (see
below).

Themain advantage of synchrotrons is the generation of a
particle beam with an energy (hence, a range in tissues)
necessary for each concrete clinical case.

A cyclotron always accelerates particles to the maximum
energy, which necessitates application of a sophisticated
beam degrader, responsible for the loss of up to 90% of the
particles. The degrader is a source of strong secondary
background radiation; its components undergo strong activa-
tion, which requires additional measures for biological
protection and complicates their exploitation and mainte-
nance. Cyclotrons consume 2.5±3 times more energy than
synchrotrons, which accounts for higher operational expen-
ditures. On the other hand, they are conceptually simpler
machines that are easier to operate than synchrotrons (an
important feature of any medical equipment). References [35,
36] provide more detailed information about medical proton
and ion accelerators.

Each hadron therapy center has a complicated infrastruc-
ture for topometry of a large number of patients and dose-
anatomical planning of irradiation: diagnostic tools, X-ray
generators, CT and MRI scanners, ultrasonic apparatuses,
computer platforms, work stations, specialized software
programs, information technologies, etc. Most centers
commissioned after 1990 have been modernized, but the
principles of their organization, structure, and operation
remain virtually the same as those on which the foundation
of the first clinical center in Loma Linda, USA was based.

Figure 18 shows in miniature the lower floors of this
center and the PBT center recently commissioned (2009) in
M�unich, Germany. These floors occupy an area of 2000±
2500 m2 designed to accommodate proton-generating and
emitting equipment (accelerators and TDUs). It is easy to see
that the structure, composition, and geometry of the main
components (accelerator, beam transport channels, TDUs,
etc.) are very similar in the two facilities. All modern existing
and projected centers have 2±4 TDUs with a system for beam
rotation around a lying patient, the so-called gantry.16 The
largest proportion of patients (90%ormore) are treated using
this equipment in PBT clinical centers. As a rule, horizontal
beams are also used as the most convenient ones for
irradiating intraocular and intraorbital tumors. Each center
has a well-developed infrastructure, needed at all stages of
irradiation, topometry (a variety of diagnostic tools), and
dose-anatomical planning (work stations with computer
platforms and software programs), and includes physicians'
offices, lounges, waiting rooms, information desks, and
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16 There is only one project in the world (unfortunately in Russia) in which

the gantry concept is dismissed, despite the half-century of negative

experience in using beams with a spatially fixed horizontal axis [38].
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technological and engineering systems. Most centers occupy
an area of 4500±5000 m2 in a multistory building, their cost
varying from 150 to 200 mln USD.

Ion therapy is applied in practical healthcare more slowly
than proton therapy is. Indeed, only eight of the 68 existing
clinical centers of hadron (proton and ion) therapy in the
world make use of carbon ion beams. Proton and ion beams
have thus far been employed to treat a total of 105,000 and
13,000 patients, respectively. Eight thousand in the latter
group have been treated in Japan since 1994 based at the
HIMAC accelerator at NIRC [23]. Only 5,000 patients were
treated at the remaining 7 centers. Such relatively slow
introduction of ion therapy to practical healthcare is
attributable to two circumstances. One is uncertainty (see
Section 3) related to the evaluation of the RBE of an ion beam
for a concrete patient that determines the real (so-called
biological) dose. It would be easier to extend applications of
ion beams if RBE depended only on two parameters: the type
of particle, and the energy spectrum of the accelerated beam.
Unfortunately, it shows equally strong dependence on the
origins, location, and stage of development of a tumor. It
accounts for the importance of creating a database containing
information about the dependence of RBE on the said
characteristics. It is useless to address this issue based on in
vitro studies, because the cellular ensemble of a tumor in a
living body behaves differently than it does in a test tube. Such
a database should be enriched with results of in vivo studies,
including clinical trials involving small groups of patients.

The other (less important) circumstance is the relatively
high cost of ion therapy. According to certain estimates, it is
thrice more expensive than PBT which, fortunately, is not
true. The exploitation, maintenance, and repair costs of ion-
accelerating equipment (accelerator, beam transport, energy
consumption) at ion therapy centers are indeed roughly three
times higher than in PBT centers, but this difference is to a
large degree compensated for by a decrease in the number of
irradiation fractions per treatment course. In Section 3, we
mentioned the weak dependence of the outcome of the

treatment with densely ionizing radiation on the phase of
the cell cycle, which permits the number of fractions during
ion beam irradiation to be reduced because it is not necessary
that all the cells be affected during the radiosensitive phases
(post-synthetic and mitotic) of the cycle.

Figure 19 presents the results of a many-year study
conducted at the NIRS Center, Japan [24]. The study was
designed to gradually reduce the number of fractions per
treatment course without detriment to the clinical result (the
level of local control of the tumor and frequency and severity
of post-irradiation complications). The figure depicts that the
mean number of fractions (for tumors in any location) per
treatment course decreased from 18 to 12 in 12 years, nearly
half the number of fractions per PBT course. The smaller the
number of fractions, the lower the cost of ion therapy, which
becomes roughly equal to that of proton therapy. The
difference is hardly greater than 40±50%. There is virtually
no alternative to ion therapy of radioresistant tumors,
because neutron fluxes that might compete with ion beams
do not ensure high-gradient dose distributions and affect
large masses of healthy tissue.17 It may be supposed in light of
these facts that tax-payers, insurance companies, and patients
will find acceptable and tolerable the somewhat increased cost
of ion beam treatment. It can be expected that ion therapywill
find wider application in practical healthcare in the near
future. There are eight ion therapy centers in the world
today and three more are being designed.

The authors of the present article are medical physicists
not competent enough to analyze clinical results of hadron
therapy. But we are aware that the overwhelming majority of
publications accessible give evidence of better clinical out-
comes of proton therapy than with those of conventional
radiotherapy in terms of all three or at least one of the
following indicators: the level of tumor local control, 5 years
relapse-free survival rate, frequency and severity of post-
radiation complications.

Hadron therapy is finding ever increasing applications.
According to different estimates, it should be prescribed to
15±30% of patients in need of radiotherapeutic treatment.
This inference is confirmed by the following examples. A total
of 4,320 patients, including those with breast and prostate
cancer, uterine body and cervix cancer, intracranial tumors
and pathologies, normal hypophysis, intraocular and intraor-
bital neoplasms, etc. have been treated at the ITEP PBT
Center since 1969. The Loma Linda Center has admitted and

17 We are of opinion that these features of neutron therapy make it non-

competitive and restrict its application.
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Figure 18. Miniatures demonstrating PBT equipment arrangement (a) in

the LomaLindaUniversityMedical Center (California, USA), the world's

first, and (b) Rinecker Center (M�unich, Germany).
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treated 17,829 cancer patients since 1990. Patients had
intracranial, intraocular, intraorbital, head, neck, lung,
breast, prostate, or other tumors [32]. Significantly, both
centers treated malignant neoplasms making the biggest
contribution to the burden of cancer (breast, prostate, and
lung cancers, etc.) or those that can be managed by no other
means but accelerated proton beams (large intracranial and
intraocular tumors).18

Unfortunately, Russia, which had kept a leading position
in radiotherapy before the 1990s, sat on the sidelines of the
progress made by science in this field. Only the PBT center in
Dubna of the three (Moscow,Dubna, andGatchina) that laid
the foundation of the present-day breakthroughs in radiation
therapy continues its work. To recall, almost a third of the
global clinical experience was accumulated in these centers by
the late 20th century. Today, only a few dozen patients are
treated annually in Dubna, and innovative research activities
have practically stopped. The ITEP accelerator accident in
2012 put an end to the clinical work of the PBT center.
Prospects for the restoration of this, the world's largest dual-
purpose machine (experimental physics and medicine),
remain very uncertain. A fourth Russian PBT center created
at the Institute for Nuclear Research, Russian Academy of
Sciences in 2010 [39] cannot be operated for the lack of funds
to cover the work of the accelerator.

Clinical trials of the equipment for PBT designed at the
PNLebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences
[38] are currently underway, but they will hardly find
extensive application in medical practice for a variety of
reasons.

A PBT center is presently under construction in Dimi-
trovgrad under the auspices of the Russian Federal Medico-
Biological Agency [40]. The center is being totally designed
and built by a foreign investor. The construction began in
2008; since then, the cost of the project has increased by one
third. The completion deadline was moved twice (last time to
2017). Another (private) PBT center is under construction
near Saint-Petersburg, also by foreign designers and investors
[41]. Certainly, the invaluable domestic experience and those
who were responsible for it (physicists, clinicians, and other
specialists) were altogether ignored. Anyway, these two
centers will be unable to cover the requirements for proton
therapy in this country, which needs, by themost conservative
estimate, at least 12±15 such facilities.19 The only way to
address this and many other public health issues is to devise
andmanufacture domestic equipment based on the remaining
scientific and industrial potential, as exemplified by recent
developments in proton therapy. A group of 15 (!) Russian
manufacturers guided and coordinated by ITEP and spon-
sored by the government of Moscow completed in 2011 a
project of a new wholly domestic facility, the PBT center for
the S P Botkin City Clinical Hospital [42, 43]. The project
successfully passed the expert approval process. All technol-
ogies were developed based on the experience and knowledge
miraculously retained by the designers that would enable
them to implement the project. However, it was shut down.

To conclude the present section, we shall consider several
promising ideas and innovative processes that may promote
further progress in hadron therapy.

7.1 Compact single-cabin complexes
It was shown in the foregoing that introducing hadron
therapy into practical healthcare proceeds through the
construction of multicabin clinical centers based at large
oncological and multidisciplinary hospitals. Such a strategy
markedly reduces the cost of treatment, because a rather
expensive accelerator supports the work of several TDUs and
high expenditures (both capital and operational) are compen-
sated for by their distribution among a large number of
patients, proportional to the number of TDUs. A reduction
in the number of TDUs from 4 to 1 decreases four-fold the
number of patients admitted to the center, with only a two-
fold reduction in its cost [44]. These economical considera-
tions dictate the necessity to build PBT centers having several
TDUs each. Centers for the treatment of 1,000±2,000 patients
per year should be based at large hospitals (one for every 5±
10 mln population) and provide care to the residents of a big
city or a vast geographic/administrative region. This means
that patients will not infrequently have the necessary medical
assistance far from home.

At the same time, there are numerous smaller local
hospitals, including private ones, that need a single TDU to
treat 250±300 patients per year. The cost of the treatment is
naturally increasing, but the advantage of staying close to
home makes up for expenses. There are already proton
therapy facilities having one accelerator and a single TDU
each [45±47]. Two such complexes are demonstrated in
Fig. 20. Unfortunately, such relatively cheap compact
single-room facilities have disadvantages, such as worsened
beam characteristics and incomplete (less than 360 degrees)
rotation. No doubt, these shortcomings will be eliminated in
the future. In light of the pending market appearance of
single-room PBT facilities, the above forecast that at least
1,000 TDUs will be operating by 2032 all over the world in all
likelihood changing quite dramatically [37]. In fact, the
number of such facilities will be much greater.

18 The widely used gamma-knife (60Co radiation) is suitable for treating

only intracranial tumors 30±35 mm in size. The use of bremsstrahlung

gamma-rays (LEA) for irradiation of large intracranial tumors is fraught

with the serious risk of damage to large amounts of healthy brain tissue.
19 Seventeen proton and ion therapy centers are currently operating in

Europe, five more are under construction, and ten have been designed.
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Figure 20. Single-cabin facilities: (a) Proteus I (Ion Beam Application),

and (b) Monarch 250 (Mevion Medical System).
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7.2 Superconducting magnet-based accelerators
The use of superconducting magnets in cyclotrons and
synchrotrons allows the magnetic field to be strengthened
two- and even three-fold and thereby to proportionally
decrease the particle rotation radius (hence, the size of the
accelerating facility). These changes result in one half to one
third the electric energy consumption, accounting for a
substantial portion of the medical treatment cost. A dis-
advantage of such accelerators is the necessity for an
additional system to cool magnet coils to ultralow tempera-
tures. But this problem is readily solvable now and will hardly
complicate exploitation of the facility.

Such accelerators are more and more frequently used in
hadron therapy and will certainly find application in the
compact single-cabin facilities described in the preceding
section.

The right-hand panel of Fig. 20b depicts a superconduct-
ing cyclotron mounted on a P-shaped gantry, allowing �90�
rotation about a lying patient. The cyclotron itself is shown in
the left-hand panel of the figure. Its diameter is commensu-
rate with the human stature, while the diameter of a cyclotron
with a conventional `warm' magnet is about 6±7 m. In all
probability, such accelerators based on superconducting
magnets will be exploited to create compact single-cabin
PBT facilities.

7.3 Medical proton linacs
It was noted above that proton linacs had not until recently
been used as the main accelerators in multicabin centers or
compact PBT facilities. Today, the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (USA) is working to develop a linear
accelerator providing a high acceleration rate (a few dozen
MeVperm).20 It is expected that a 250-MeV proton beamwill
be generated in a 2.5-m long accelerator [48]. The Italian
TERA foundation, with many years of PBT experience, has
proposed a plan of a single-cabin PBT facility based on a
linear accelerator (Fig. 21) [49, 50]. The essence of the project
elaborated by the known physicist Ugo Amaldi and co-
workers is that an accelerator mounted directly onto a gantry
actually replaces this bulky structure. The accelerated beam is
transposed into the vertical rotation plane by a bending
magnet and focused on the lying patient. The idea to
combine these two innovations looks very attractive.

7.4 Laser acceleration techniques
Active work is currently underway to design so-called laser-
driven accelerators of protons and heavier ions. A simplified
setup of a laser accelerator looks like the following. A
powerful laser pulse incident on a hydrogen-containing
target knocks out a large number of electrons in the forward
direction. The negative bulk charge thus formed in front of
the target pulls protons out of it and accelerates them by its
field.

What is the main advantage of such an accelerator for
hadron therapy? The rotating gantry for patient irradiation
(Figs 15, 16) is the most cumbersome, heavy, and expensive
part of a hadron therapy facility. The cost of two gantries, i.e.,
constructions for transporting and precisely rotating a proton
beam through�180�, is roughly the cost of the accelerator. It
is proposed to use instead a lighter and cheaper construction
(a pivoting frame) with reflectors to transport and rotate the
laser beam and generate protons 2.5±3 m from the patient. In
this case, the systems for dose field formation, dose monitor-
ing, etc. are arranged in the gap between the target and the
generator (Fig. 22).

The main challenges facing designers of laser accelerators
are the achievement of a particle energy amounting to 200±
250 MeV instead of the currently available 100 MeV,
increasing the laser and beam pulse frequency (now no more
than 1 Hz), and improving its monochromaticity, which is

Linear accelerator

Injector

Positioner

Gantry

Figure 21. Linear accelerator mounted on a gantry.

20 Acceleration rateì the energy acquired by particles during one
rotation in cyclic (cyclotron, synchrotron) accelerators, and for linear
accelerators ìon the range of 1 m.
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now far from ideal, DE=E4 1ÿ2%. A breakthrough in these
areas would allow considerably reducing the cost of hadron
therapy centers. By the way, the use of laser accelerators was
first proposed by the Russian researchers S V Bulanov and
one of the authors of the present publication [51±53].

7.5 Use of antiproton beams
Interest in the use of antiprotons for radiation therapy is
attributable to the fact that the interaction between acceler-
ated antiprotons andmatter leads to their annihilation, which
gives rise to pions, some of which penetrate into nuclei and
cause their fragmentation. The charged fragments, having
very short ranges inside the target, release their energy very
close to the annihilation site. Moreover, these fragments can
be expected to increase linear losses of energy and contribute
to the enhancement of the biological efficiency of antiproton
annihilation, compared with that of protons stopped in the
target. Therefore, accelerated antiprotons with high LET and
RBE can be used for treating radioresistant tumors.

It was proposed in the course of research carried out at the
CERN proton±antiproton collider created in 1996 [54] to use
an antiproton beam for radiation therapy [55, 56]. The
proposal seems to be a bit strange at first sight, bearing in
mind the high cost of such treatment and the fact that ions
heavier than protons with high LET and RBE are already
employed in hadron therapy. On the other hand, the idea to
use gantry systems, now indispensable components of any
new PBT center, had until recently been regarded as fantastic.

8. Conclusion

PBT has defined the field of its application in the practice of
modern medicine and continues to extend it. This method
embraces more and more institutions [57±59] and multi-
million populations of large regions. Radiotherapy with the
use of ions heavier than protons is moving in the same
direction toward the ultimate goal within the scope of its
applications, i.e., the treatment of patients with radioresistant
tumors.

More andmore companies andmanufacturers are launch-
ing their products into this broad and socially significant
sector of the worldwide market. Researchers (physicists and
therapists) are constantly generating ideas to increase the
effectiveness and decrease the cost of hadron radiation
therapy.

Russia is still on the sidelines of this technological
innovation strategy and its wide application into practical
healthcare. The ample experience of Russian researchers who
stood at the cradle of the PBT concept remains unclaimed in
their own country. For all that, certain centers continue
research and development in this field [43, 57±60], and new
institutions and clinics are getting involved in this work [61,
62]. Hopefully, more attention will be given to this issue at the
upcoming stage of development of the Russian economy.
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